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Disclaimer: The information and opinions expressed in this Report are the views of GardaWorld and constitute a judgment as at the date of 

the Report and are subject to change without notice. The information and opinions expressed in this Report have been formed in good faith on 

the basis of the best information and intelligence available at the time of writing, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made 

as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. GardaWorld accepts no liability arising out of or in connection with the comments made or 

the information set out in this Report and the reader is advised that any decision taken to act or not to act in reliance on this Report is taken 

solely at the reader’s own risk. In particular, the comments in this Report should not be construed as advice, legal or otherwise. 
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OUTLOOK  

Short term outlook  
 

▪ Current US-Iranian tensions, compounded by the downing of a US drone by Iran on Jun 20 and the June 13 

attacks on shipping in the Gulf of Oman, have led to the heightened possibility of Iranian-sponsored attacks 

against US interests in Iraq.  Rocket attacks targeting the International Zone on May 19, 2019, the Rumaila 

oilfield and Burjisiya in Basra province on Jun 18 and 19, 2019 were most likely carried out by rogue militia 

factions with ties to Iran.    

 

▪ A series of explosions at Shia militia camps between the months of July and September have been tentatively 

linked to the supply of Iranian missile systems to Shia militias.  On Monday September 09 an alleged airstrike 

hit a camp on the Syrian side of the Iraqi border at Albu Kamal, resulting in several deaths. On Aug 20, an 

explosion took place at a PMF arms depot adjacent to Balad air base in Salah-al-Din.  On Aug 12, a large blast 

at an arms depot in the PMF owned Saqr camp (Camp Falcon) set off munitions and sent projectiles into 

surrounding neighbourhoods, killing an Iraqi citizen and injuring 37 others.  On Jul 19, an explosion rocked 

another militia base in Amerli, Salah-al-Din province and on Jul 28, three explosions were reported at Camp 

Ashraf in Diyala province, located northeast of Baghdad. The nature of the incidents, simultaneous explosions 

at three widely separated locations in 10 kilometre by 10 kilometre camps, probably rules out accidental causes. 

Although hard facts are illusive and following a drone strike on a static PMF callsign in Al-Qaim, Anbar Province 

on Aug 25, five major incidents have now occurred within a month with a large question mark over them, and 

retaliatory foreign military involvement cannot be ruled out. 

 

▪ Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security challenge, especially in the 

northern provinces and Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continues.  The suicide vest (SVEST) 

attack in Sadr City on May 09, 2019 and the multi-IED attack in across Baghdad on September 07 underlines 

the continuing threat posed by IS cells in Baghdad City who retain intent to escalate operations.  Absent a 

significant escalation in IS activity, the attacks are not assessed to change the security situation in the capital 

which has been relatively stable in 2019, however, the attacks demonstrate that IS continues to have the 

capability to launch operations of this nature within the City.  

 

▪ Following weeks of speculation with regards to the longer-term status of the International Zone (IZ) that was 

partially opened to the public in December 2018, on June 04, 2019 the IZ was fully opened to the public on a 

24/7 basis.  The move is seen as part of an attempt by the government to head off criticism that security is 

starting to deteriorate in the country, amidst reports of an IS resurgence in northern Iraq.  Regardless, the move 

marks an important moment that symbolizes the increased stability that has been felt in the capital over the last 

two years.  

Medium to long term outlook  

 
▪ Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS 

operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk.  Attacks will continue to target 

security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security 

forces.    

 
▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an 

insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets, 

the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and 

along the Hamrin Mountains.  
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

 

Approximately 14 wounded in multiple blasts across Baghdad 
Local media sources have reported that approximately 14 people were injured by a series of blasts across Baghdad 

on September 07. The explosions happened through the early evening in Talbiyah, where two coordinated 

explosions injured at least five people and another explosion occurred in the municipal area, which injured another 

two people. Further explosions were reported in the area of Bab al-Sheikh, leaving three injured and approximately 

two people suffered injuries when they were hit by a blast in the Shurta al-Rabi’a area. Another blast occurred in 

the al-Ilam neighbourhood, resulting in another two people being injured. 

Drug-related crimes continue to increase, Basra and Baghdad seeing the highest 

concentration of arrests 
There has been a sharp rise in the number of drug-related arrests and convictions in Iraq, predominantly in Basra 

and Baghdad, leading to speculation that the Iraqi state is under-resourced to deal with the problem. Statistics 

released by the Supreme Judicial Council has shown an increase in the number of people convicted of drug-

related crimes during the first six months of 2019. According to their published report, over 6842 people  were 

imprisoned on charges relating to either the consumption or possession of drugs or trafficking. 

PMU weapons depot in Hit suffers fire; conflicting reports as to the 
Approximately 31 people have been killed and at least 100 injured when part of a walkway collapsed during a 

ceremony at the shrine of Imam Hussein in Karbala. A spokesman for the Ministry of Health stated that an incident 

occurred “towards the end of the Ashura ritual, causing panic and a stampede” and acknowledging that some of 

those who were injured have suffered severe injuries. A security official believed to have been involved in the 

event said that overcrowding was the cause of the accident, as opposed to the collapse of the walkway.  

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Moderate Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Moderate-
High 

Anbar Moderate High High High 
Moderate-
High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

 
* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**  North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din, Kirkuk & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Diwaniyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra  
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OVERVIEW 

Political  
 

Iraqi government shuts down TV broadcaster after controversial documentary 

The government has decided to close down the offices of TV broadcaster Al-Hurra and suspend the company’s 

operating license after the broadcaster aired an investigative documentary that claimed there are issues of 

corruption within the Iraqi Shia and Sunni religious endowments. The programme caused anger among Iraqi 

religious figures and politicians, which resulted in the closure of the broadcaster’s offices for a period of time before 

the decision was made by the government to suspend their license. Al-Hurra is funded by the US government and 

is an Arabic language channel that aims to reach the Arab world through its satellite channel. Those within the 

Iraqi political scene who are aligned on the anti-American side of the political spectrum have called this propaganda 

as part of the ‘soft war’ being conducted against Iraqis.  

Security 
 

Approximately 14 wounded in multiple blasts across Baghdad 

Local media sources have reported that approximately 14 people were injured by a series of blasts across Baghdad 

on September 07. The explosions happened through the early evening in Talbiyah, where two coordinated 

explosions injured at least five people and another explosion occurred in the municipal area, which injured another 

two people. Further explosions were reported in the area of Bab al-Sheikh, leaving three injured and approximately 

two people suffered injuries when they were hit by a blast in the Shurta al-Rabi’a area. Another blast occurred in 

the al-Ilam neighbourhood, resulting in another two people being injured.   

 

PMU weapons depot in Hit suffers fire; conflicting reports as to the cause  

 A PMU weapons depot caught fire in the early hours of September 09 in Hit, Anbar province. Initial reporting 

indicated that this was due to an accidental fire stemming from an electrical fault, however later media reports 

claimed that government officials had said that the cause of the fire was an airstrike. Israel has been accused of 

carrying out the attack, although little information has been released to qualify the accusations and there is little 

expectation that this information will be made public.  

 

 

Iraq delays opening of border crossing with Syria due to recent airstrikes, Israel blamed for attack 

Iraqi authorities have decided against the opening of the border crossing located between Albu Kamal (on the 

Syrian side) and Al-Qaim due to the airstrikes on September 09 that allegedly targeted a military compound thought 

to have housed a number of Iranian troops and Iranian-backed militias, resulting in the deaths of approximately 18 

people and wounding a further thirty eight. Some of the groups targeted are believed to include Kata’ib Hezbollah, 

IRGC units and Iran-backed Syrian militias. The targeted buildings, referred to in media reports as the Imam Ali 

compound, is believed to have been storing Iranian military equipment, likely missiles if news reports are to be 

believed in that Israeli airstrikes attacked the facility. The government had initially planned to promote the passage 

of trade through the border crossing at Al-Qaim, however the crossing is now closed for the foreseeable future due 

to the inherent risks on both sides of the border.  

 

Drug-related crimes continue to increase, Basra and Baghdad seeing the highest concentration of arrests 

There has been a sharp rise in the number of drug-related arrests and convictions in Iraq, predominantly in Basra 

and Baghdad, leading to speculation that the Iraqi state is under-resourced to deal with the problem. Statistics 

released by the Supreme Judicial Council has shown an increase in the number of people convicted of drug-

related crimes during the first six months of 2019. According to their published report, over 6842 people  were 

imprisoned on charges relating to either the consumption or possession of drugs or trafficking. Analysts have noted 

the need for a strategy to deal with the issue. In 2018, the Prime Minister, Adel Abdul Mahdi declared that the drug 
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issue is a big phenomenon in Iraq and that drugs are imported from foreign countries and ultimately exploit young 

Iraqis, generating huge amounts of revenue for the traffickers. Blame for the proliferation of drugs in the country 

has been blamed on ineffective border security and a lack of specialised police assets to deal with tackling 

traffickers.  

 

Moqtada al-Sadr claims Iraq is on the edge of turning into a lawless state 

The leader of the Sadrist Movement, Moqtada al-Sadr, warned on September 06 that Iraq is on the verge of 

becoming a lawless state and that this would likely spell the end of the government; leading al-Sadr to state that 

he will actively disassociate himself from the government. al-Sadr’s comments came after the deputy leader of the 

PMF, Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, released an official statement pertaining to the creation of PMF air defence assets. 

Sadr has said that the development of military assets for the PMF was the beginning of the end of the government 

and the transformation of Iraq into a lawless state.” An ally of al-Sadr and a part of the Sairoun bloc, Mohammed 

Ridha, subsequently urged the Prime Minister, Abdul Mehdi, to retain the authority of the government and armed 

forces.   

Economy 

 
OPEC asks Iraq to cut oil output 

The Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has asked Iraq to reduce their output of oil to 

capped rates in line with a more general approach to limiting output across all OPEC member states. The request 

came after Iraq, along with other oil producers, had previously been oversupplying the market, due in part to a 

shortage of supplies from Iran and Venezuela. Iraq is the second biggest oil producer and had been producing 4.8 

million barrels per day (bpd); this is above its quota of 4.512 million bpd. The Iraqi oil minister, Thamer Ghadhban, 

has agreed a plan to cut production by approximately 175,000 bpd. He stated that Iraq is trying to abide by its 

commitments, despite experiencing difficulties internally.  
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces  

 

 

 

In the Kurdish region over the reporting period, the Turkish military continued to target the PKK across the northern 

regions. In Sulaymaniyah, a police station was targeted by hand grenades and small arms twice in one week, 

however few details were released regarding the motives. 

 

In Nineveh province, the region continued to witness heightened levels of activity. Tribal elders continued to be 

targeted, specifically in the Mosul area. Complex attacks continued to be the norm, with SAF attacks and IDF 

targeting ISF and civilians. In response, Iraqi security forces engaged in raids, arresting and killing numerous I.S 

militants. Personnel belonging to the ISF and 30th Brigade (Shabak) stopped the deputy governor of Mosul on 

September 11 at a checkpoint and refused to let him and his security detail pass through. The PMF then allegedly 

fired on his security once they eventually drove through the checkpoint.  

 

In Kirkuk, the ISF continued to carry out military operations, seizing numerous weapons caches and bringing in 

EOD teams to clear IEDs. The police also carried out arrests targeting more generic crime, with a number of drug 

dealers being detained who were in possession of crystal meth. A number of ISF raids targeting IDP camps, with 
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one suspect being accused of attacking a Shia procession during Ashura. Hawija continued to be the focus of 

military activity as the ISF intercepted and arrested a man on suspicion of transporting suicide bombers. The US-

led Coalition continued their airstrikes against I.S targets across the province, hitting positions in the vicinity of 

Makhmour. The Peshmerga recently stated that I.S are attempting to regroup in the area.  

 

In Salah-al-Din, the PMF reported that they had attempted to bring down an unidentified drone that was discovered 

flying over its headquarters in the Mount Marsa Ali area. Anti-I.S operations were carried out in the region, where 

one alleged terrorist cell consisting of approximately 75 people who were believed to be planning attacks on 

civilians during Muharram. Airstrikes targeted militants in the region, focusing on Baiji and the area incorporating 

the Makhoul mountains. A number of IED-making factories and weapons caches were found and subsequently 

cleared by EOD teams.  

 

Across Diyala, military operations continued at a high rate, with the road between Baqubah and Muqdadiyah 

continuing to be a high-risk area due to ISF and I.S activity. A number of IEDs have targeted ISF and MPF units 

in the unit, in tandem with security operations to clear I.S cells. An ISF member was shot and killed in Muqdadiyah 

district. The area around Lake Hamrin continues to reflect recent trends, with security operations ongoing to sweep 

through villages such as Sadiya to clear out I.S cells. Counter Terrorism Service (CTS) conducted operations in 

the area, clearing out the I.S positions in the vicinity of Mutaibijah. The CTS was backed by Coalition air support 

and killed a total of 15 alleged I.S fighters during the operation. Several other hideouts in the area were 

subsequently targeted by security forces and airstrikes.   

 

Hashd Shaabi forces on September 11 said that they shot down an unidentified drone which tried to bomb Iraqi 

forces in Diyala province, a Hashd Shaabi statement said. Earlier in the day, the Hashd Shaabi forces opened fire 

at unknown drones flying above one of its headquarters in Iraq's central province of Salah-al-Din and forced the 

drone to withdraw to unknown destination, according to a Hashd Shaabi unit commander.  
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

 

The ISF arrested six terrorist suspects in multiple raids carried out across Ramadi and Fallujah. ISF recovered a 

beheaded body of a girl in Ramadi district. The ISF commenced a security operation in the al-Waddahiyah area 

of al-Baghdadi sub-district to pursue IS sleeper cells. Unidentified armed assailants shot and killed a member of 

the pro-Iranian Shia militia Harakat al-Nujaba in the Dhbiah area on the outskirts of al-Bukamal city near the Iraq-

Syrian border. The PMU subsequently implemented a two-day curfew in the area in response to the incident. An 

ISF operation in the Hit area found and cleared 65 x IEDs. An ISF operation in the Albu Khamis area found and 

cleared two anti-aircraft missiles. 

 

Unconfirmed reports indicate that warplanes attacked Iranian-backed PMU targets on the Syrian side of its border 

with Iraq in the vicinity of al-Bukamal during the early hours of September 09. A base belonging to a PMU was 

reportedly hit during the attack, resulting in the deaths of several people. The PMU announced the discovery of a 

mass grave containing the remains of 15 unidentified individuals in Qaim district. An ISF operation in the Mammil 

al-Jus area found and cleared 14 x IEDs. An ISF operation in the Al-Mutairi area found and cleared 11 x hand 

grenades. An ISF operation in the Allehaib area found and cleared six IEDs. The ISF safely detonated 50 IEDs in 

a security clearance operation in the Nu’aimiya and Hetawien areas, south of Falluja City. An ISF unit arrested 

three people suspected of terrorism during clearance operations in Hit, Qaim and Rutbah. ISF arrested a 

suspected terrorist at the Albu Tiban village in western Ramadi district, for allegedly providing stolen GoI-owned 

vehicles to I.S. The ISF defused 5 x IEDs in a clearance operation in western Ramadi district. 
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

 

Across Baghdad city during the reporting period, levels of activity has remained consistent. There continues to 

be ongoing protests in the areas of Tahrir Square, Zayouna, Karada, Sadoun, and Salahiya; protestors demands 

include pay increases, access to employment and reparations from time spent as political prisoners. The city 

experienced a series of IED explosions on September 07, resulting in approximately 14 people suffering injuries. 

It is believed that I.S claimed responsibility for the attacks that targeted Shia processions. A series of kidnappings 

took place throughout the city, some of which resulted in the arrests of the perpetrators. Incidents concerning 

drug trafficking and organ trafficking also took place, with the Iraqi police maintaining a high volume of activity. 

Assassinations, inter-tribal violence and generic crime also occurred during the reporting period.  

 

In Baghdad province, ISF carried out operations to seize weapons and IEDs that were to be used in attacks 

against civilian targets. Six rocket launchers were found and cleared by ISF EOD teams. It is believed that they 

were targeting the Taji military base. A tribal sheikh was assassinated in his home and a number of Sunni 

tribesmen were killed by an IED in Taji district. I.S militants also killed a number of ISF members during an attack 

at a checkpoint in Tarmiyah.   

Southern Provinces 
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In Babel during the reporting period, a number of weapons caches were found and subsequently destroyed by the 

ISF in an area north of Hillah. Terrorism suspects and drug traffickers were also arrested during this time and the 

PMF suffered casualties when an IED exploded against their patrol in Jurf al-Sakhar.  

 

In Wasit province, there continued to be arrests of drug traffickers; a common occurrence in the region. During 

one arrest operation, police seized 60 narcotics tablets, 15 grams of hashish, 42 grams of opium and five grams 

heroin. Security forces also found a quantity of weapons and ammunition that was believed to have been destined 

for Baghdad in readiness for attacks on pilgrims during Ashura.  

 

Karbala experienced low levels of activity throughout the reporting period, the main focus being a group of around 

40 people who protested outside the Electricity Department in Kufa district. The protestors were demanding an 

improvement to basic services. A local man was assianated by armed men, the motive for which remained 

unknown. 

 

In Dhi Qar, drug traffickers were arrested by the Iraqi police and the province experienced low levels of crime, as 

is common in the area, such as electrical cables being stolen and ISF members were injured during a shooting 

with unknown gunmen south of Nasiriyah.  
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Across Maysan province, criminal activity remained low, with one report of several wanted individuals being 

arrested by the Iraqi police. 

 

In comparison to Maysan, the Iraqi police had a busier time in Muthanna province. The IPS arrested a number of 

people on charges such as firing automatic weapons into the air, drugs trafficking offences and dealing with a 

protest outsode the Muthanna Health Directorate; where people demanded payment of wages. 

 

In Basra province, the area continued to witness high levels of crime in comparison to neighbouring provinces. 

The ISF carried out arrests of drug traffickers and there was a number of protests relating to wage demands and 

employment opportunities. The Basra Operations Command announced on September 13 that it would begin the 

demolition of illegal shops in the vicinity of Lebanon road. The demolition was started on September 14.  
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point  
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 
 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and 
our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com 
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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